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Abstract

In this note we give several new characterizations of arbitrary pseudocompact spaces, that is
spaces characterized by the property that all continuous real-valued functions on the space are
bounded.
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A topological space is pseudocompact if each continuous real-valued function on
the space is bounded. Completely regular pseudocompact spaces have been studied
extensively by Hewitt (1948), Glicksberg (1952, 1959), Bagley et al. (1958), Frolik
(1960), Gillman and Jerison (1960), Scarborough and Stone (1966) and Comfort
(1967) among others. By comparison, until recently, pseudocompact spaces which
are not necessarily completely regular had been studied primarily by Stephenson
(1968). The author (1978) has recently studied such spaces. In this note we offer
several new characterizations, two of which utilize a generalization of the notion of
complete accumulation point. We also employ a characterization of pseudocompact-
ness introduced by the author (1978). We represent the class of continuous real-
valued functions on a space Y by #( Y). A point y in a space Y is in the closure of a
subset K of the space with respect toge<#( Y) (y eel (K) (mod g)) if Kc\g ~1 (H) jt 0 for
each H open about g(y); K^ Y is closed with respect to ge<#( Y) (closed(modg)) if
cl (K) (mod g)<=K; y is in the adherence of a filterbase il on Y with respect to
ge<#(Y)(yeadQ(modg)) if yecl(F)(modg) for each FeQ. We will say that a
filterbase il converges to y with respect to ge<£(Y)(Q-*y(modg)) if for each H
open about g(y) there is an Fed with F<=g~l(H). If ge<#(Y) and K<= Y then
cI(K)(modg) is closed (modg).
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The characterizations

Pseudocompact spaces have been characterized by the author (1978) as those
spaces Y in which every filterbase (countable filterbase) Q on the space satisfies
adQ(modg) / 0 for each ge<#(Y).

Our first characterization parallels characterizations for minimal Hausdorff
spaces by Herrington and Long (1975) and for //-closed spaces by the author(1977).

THEOREM 1. The following statements are equivalent for a space Y:
(a) Y is pseudocompact.
(b) For eachge^( Y), each filterbase on Y with at most one adherent point (modg)

converges (modg).
(c) For each ge'tf(Y), each countable filterbase on Y with at most one adherent

point (modg) converges (modg).

PROOF THAT (a) IMPLIES (b). Let Y be pseudocompact, let ge'g(Y), and let Q

be a filterbase on Y with at most one adherent point (modg), say y. If Sl-^y(modg)
there is a set H open about g(y) for which Q* = {Fr\(Y-g~l(H)): Feil} is a
filterbase on Y. So adft*(modg) # 0 since Y is pseudocompact. This implies that
j>eadQ(modg)ncl(y—g~1(H))(modg). This is a contradiction since

PROOF THAT (b) IMPLIES (C). Obvious.

PROOF THAT (C) IMPLIES (a). This follows obviously from the above stated
characterization of the author (1978).

The proof is complete.

A point y in a space Y is a complete accumulation point of K^ Y if for each open
set V about x the sets K and Vr\K have the same cardinality (\K\ = | VnK\). It is
known that a space is compact if and only if each infinite subset of the space has a
c.a.p. (Kelley (1955), p. 163). If gec£( Y) we say that y e F i sa complete accumulation
point of K<= Y with respect to g (c.a.p. (modg)) if \K\ = \Kr\g~1(H)\ for each H
open about gfy).

THEOREM 2. The following statements are equivalent for a space Y:
(a) Y is pseudocompact.
(b) Each infinite subset of Yhas a ca.p. (modg) for each ge<g(Y).
(c) Each countably infinite subset of Yhas a c.a.p. (modg) for each ge'g(Y).

PROOF THAT (a) IMPLIES (b). Let Y be pseudocompact, let ge<g(Y) and let
K c Y be infinite. Then £2 = {K-H: H^ K and \H\ < \K\) is a filterbase on Y. Let
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y e adCXmodg) and let H be open about g(y). Then g~ l{H)r\(K- (Kng~ ̂ H))) = 0.
We conclude that K-(Kr\g~ -\H))$Cl and, consequently, that \Kng-\H)\ = \K\
So y is a c.a.p. (jnodg) for K.

PROOF THAT (b) IMPLIES (C). Obvious.

PROOF THAT (C) IMPLIES (a). Suppose that Y is not pseudocompact. Then there
is a countable filterbase Q. = {F(j)}f= 1 and a ge<g(Y) with add (mod g) = 0.
We may assume without loss that F(j)<=F(k) when j^k. If F(j) is finite for somey
we may choose for each xeF(j) &jx with the ultimate effect that

PI *U,)nfTj) = 0.

This contradicts the fact that Q is a filterbase. Hence F(J) is infinite for each j .
Inductively, choose x(l)eF(l) and for j>\ choose xQ)eF(j)—{x(k): k<j}. Let
K = {x(j)'-j= 1,2,3,...} and let x be a c.a.p. (modg) of K. Consider F(k)eQ and
let Hbe open aboutg(x). There is aj>k with jc(j) eg~ l(H),since | A:ng~ ̂ T/)! = |^|.
So g~1(H)nF(k) # 0. Hence xead£l(modg), a contradiction.

The proof is complete.
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